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1. Introduction  

Increasing attention is now being given to the monitoring of airports, train stations, 

shopping malls, and other important facilities where large numbers of people 

gather. In the security industry, there is a growing need for monitoring systems that 

can help to stop crimes before they happen. Rather than using high resolution 

cameras to passively capture people’s faces and behaviors, there is a growing need 

to identify important and suspicious people to provide an active security response.   

In order to solve problems such as these, Panasonic has newly developed FacePRO, 

a facial recognition system which utilizes deep learning technology. With inbuilt 

analytics changing traditional monitoring, the system is better equipped to provide 

safer and more secure environments.  

 

2. Deep Learning Facial Recognition Technology 

With the Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) becoming popular 

concepts in today’s society, industries are utilizing the ability to link together a 

variety of information to make workflows and people’s lives easier. To achieve this, 

one of the technologies being applied in each field is the new technology known as 

“deep learning.” 

In a joint effort with the National University of Singapore, Panasonic has engaged 

in research and development that has led to the creation of an original algorithm 

combining the machine learning method known as “deep learning” with a similarity 

calculation method that suppresses errors. This algorithm has now been put to 

practical use in our facial recognition system. As a result, we have been able to 

improve the matching failure problems that have plagued conventional facial 

recognition technology in cases where faces are angled, changed by aging, or 

partially hidden by sunglasses, etc. This success in raising facial recognition accuracy 

makes it possible to expand the situations in which facial recognition systems can 

be used.  
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3.2 Cost Reduction 

With conventional facial recognition systems, all captured images are sent to the 

server and the server performs face detection and recognition resulting in the 

processing load being concentrated on the server. Systems also tend to be 

large-scale because of the large bandwidth required to send all the images and the 

large volume of hard drive space required to save those images. 

To provide a solution to data storage, Panasonic’s facial recognition system uses 

the Best Shot function to only send Best Shot images to the server, thereby making 

it possible to eliminate the need for wide bandwidth and reduce the network load. 

In addition, performing facial recognition on the server using the Best Shot images 

reduces server load and hard drive volume usage so up to 20
*5

 cameras can be 

connected to a single server. 

3.3 System expandability 

・Simple batch registration of a maximum of 10,000 faces is possible with the 

standard Facial Recognition Server Software (WV-ASF950). The optional Face 

Registration Expansion Kit (WV-ASFE951W) enables registration of up to 30,000 

faces at large-scale facilities. 

・Face detection, face matching, and tracking with recorded video can be performed 

in the same GUI by integrating management with the WV-ASM300 or 

WV-ASE231W client software for Panasonic i-PRO monitoring systems. This 

eliminates the need for the dedicated operation and management required for 

conventional facial recognition systems and enables work to be centralized. 

          

 
 

*5 The number of cameras that can be connected depends on the number of people passing by the camera and the retention 

period for face images. 
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4. Conclusion  

By utilizing deep learning technology, Panasonics facial recognition system makes it 

possible to build a high-precision facial recognition and video monitoring system 

that can perform more complex and sophisticated monitoring centered on people. 

Furthermore, by cutting data volumes, this technology will also contribute to 

reductions in transmission, network-construction, and operation costs. 

 


